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Introduction

It has been reported that diprotonated porphyrins self-as-
semble into J-aggregates with spontaneous breaking of
mirror symmetry.[1] To date, these reports lack definitive
proof of the absence of CD artifacts in the dichroic spec-
tra.[2,3] Moreover, in the case of the diprotonated 5,10,15,20-
tetrakis-(4-sulfonatophenyl)porphyrin (H4TPPS4

2�) the ag-
gregation process shows a strong statistical bias towards one
chirality sign, which makes it necessary to rule out the exis-

tence of CD artifacts in these reports. Measurements on the
homo-associates of H4TPPS4

2� using the methodology re-
ported herein unambiguously show that their chiral signal
really corresponds to “true” CD contributions[4] and that
their CD spectra do not show important differences to those
recorded in conventional instruments.[5]

In the case of the title porphyrin H4TPPS3
� (Scheme 1) it

has been statistically shown that a stirring vortex can select
the resulting chirality sign of its emerging circular dichroism
(CD).[1a–c,e] Two other reports on different systems, which,
however, both share the presence of meso-substituted por-
phyrins as the target chromophore, have also shown the
effect of the direction of chiral shear gradients upon the
sign of the dichroic spectra.[1f,6]

Chiral gradient flows were recently reported[1e] to lead to
ordered folded structures in the J-aggregates of H4TPPS3

�

(helices; see, for example, the AFM image in Scheme 1). In
the absence of laminar gradients (quiescent solutions),
Brownian dynamics lead to irregularly folded structures.
Therefore, in this system, the effect of a chiral gradient flow
would be to drive the transition towards the more stable
folded meso forms, thereby producing more regular struc-
tures and enantiomeric excesses of the folding sign (P or
M).
Recent reports[7,8] describe a fast and reversible effect of

the vortex flow direction on the dichroic sign observed in
solutions of supramolecular systems forming nanofibers.
This effect is attributed to the detection of the macroscopic
chirality of the vortex flow through the alignment of fiber-
like mesophases, which would lead to a CD artifact. In spite
of the absence of measurements of second-order contribu-
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Abstract: Phase-modulated ellipsometry of the J-aggregates of the title porphyrin
shows that the material gives a true CD signal. This confirms that there is a real
chiral transfer by mechanical forces, mediated by shear gradient flows, from the
macroscopic to the electronic transition level. Dislocations in the structure of the
aggregate could justify the formation of chirality at the level of the electronic tran-
sitions once the mesophases can be sculptured by hydrodynamic gradient flows.
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tions to the spectra, this is a reasonable and non-controver-
sial explanation. One may be tempted to extrapolate this
finding to previous reports[1a–c,e, f, 6] of similar effects. Howev-
er, here we report that, in the case of H4TPPS3

� J-aggre-
gates, the dichroic signals correspond to CD contributions
and that therefore, the effect of a vortical flow (i.e. of a
chiral shear gradient) is to select the chirality at a molecular
level.

Results and Discussion

When we compare the shape of the H4TPPS3
� J-aggregate

mesophases in Scheme 1[1c,e] and the second-order contribu-
tions shown in Scheme 2, the structure of folded helicoidal
ribbons suggests the presence of such CD artifacts. Howev-
er, it should be noted that the second-order contributions
giving rise to CD or optical rotatory dispersion (CB) arti-
facts as a consequence of the folding (along with a preferred
orientation of the long ribbons in the solution) would actual-
ly be the sign of the folding sense (P or M), that is, the sign
of the chiral shape of the nano-object (Supporting Informa-
tion). Our previous reports[1a–c,e] on H4TPPS3

� J-aggregates
demonstrated that the shear gradient acts from the macro-
scopic level down to tenths and hundredths of nanometers,
the level of the chirally shaped particles. Nevertheless, chiral

transfer to the level of the electronic transition of the J-ag-
gregate can only be demonstrated if the reported dichroic
signals correspond to genuine CD contributions. To clarify
this, we measured the dichroic spectra of transparent films
of H4TPPS3

� J-aggregates at the level of second-order linear
contributions by using phase-modulated ellipsometry
(PME)[9] (see Experimental Section). As direct examination
of their solutions is complicated by experimental difficul-
ties,[10] we studied the transparent films obtained by simply
casting the solutions on quartz substrates.[11] In a conven-
tional instrument these films show CD spectra with no sig-
nificant differences to those of their solutions (see examples
in the Supporting Information). This allows us to qualita-
tively extrapolate the dichroic measurements of the films to
those of their solutions. To avoid salt deposits (which inter-
fere with the light scattering), we studied films of the sulfon-
ic acid species of H4TPPS3

� J-aggregates, which we obtained
in ultra pure water as previously reported.[1e,11]

Figure 1 and Figure 2 show CD and CB as well as the cor-
responding artifacts from representative samples of
H4TPPS3

� J-aggregates (for a pair of enantiomorphic sam-
ples prepared by the same procedure but with different stir-
ring directions,[1e] see Supporting Information). In all the
samples tested the CD artifact contribution to the CD signal

Abstract in Catalan: Les mesures mitjanÅant el·lipsometria
de fase modulada indiquen que els J-agregats de la porfirina
del t�tol mostren senyals de DC vers. Aquest resultat confirma
que els gradients de flux de cisalla, originats per forces mec'-
niques, poden induir la transfer(ncia de quiralitat des de
nivell macrosc)pic al de transici* electr)nica. Aquesta forma-
ci* de quiralitat a nivell de transicions electr)niques podria
ser deguda a les dislocacions generades pels gradients hidro-
din'mics del flux, els quals podrien esculpir les mesofases de
J-agregat.

Scheme 1. H4TPPS3
� and its J-aggregate structure.

Scheme 2. Second-order contributions of the linear anisotropies (in a spe-
cial case of the absence of CD and CB contributions), which in a conven-
tional CD (CB) instrument may lead to apparent CD (CB) measure-
ments.
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was low, such that the spectra recorded with the convention-
al instrument and by PME are not significantly different.
We conclude that there is chiral transfer to the level of the
electronic transitions via the macroscopic forces of stirring,
mediated by hydrodynamic flow shear gradients. This still
does not explain the underlying hydrodynamic mechanisms
in detail, although gradient shears in interfaces are probably
the acting force [solid/liquid (flask or substrate wall and so-
lution) in refs. [1a–c,e,6], liquid/liquid (two immiscible sol-
vents) in ref. [1]]. We are indeed faced with a mechano-
chiral effect that shows how a macroscopic force (solution
stirring) transfers chirality through multiple scale lengths
down to the molecular level. In the remainder of this paper
we discuss the structural issues that justify such a transfer of
chirality down to the level of electronic transitions.
The excited state of the electronic transition of the J-ag-

gregate corresponds to a Frenkel exciton, the coherent
length of which, is about 25–45 porphyrin units.[12] The
length of the porphyrin building block is about 20 R, and
the porphyrin alignment in the one-dimensional J-aggregat-

ed chain forms an angle with
the growing axis of about 408[12]

(or lower according to other re-
ports).[13] This leads to lengths
of about 35–70 nm; the same
order as those of the chirally
shaped foldings. Therefore, the
dichroic response is probably
that of an inherent chiral chro-
mophore.[14] An important
aspect of the H4TPPS3

� J-aggre-
gate mesophases is their bilayer
character and flexibility, be-
cause the interface between the
two monolayers is bounded by
hydrophobic forces.[1e] The fold-
ing “deformation” thus needs
only small energy inputs. For a
discussion of the entropy driven
process leading to folded meso
forms as a more stable form,
see reference [1e]. The structur-
al changes necessary to achieve
the folding probably also result
in conformational changes in
the porphyrin building blocks
that make them chiral.[15] In the
case of a solid phase consisting
of achiral building blocks, a
chiral elemental cell is not a
necessary condition for optical
chirality, because chiral disloca-
tions can also cause optical ac-
tivity. In this respect, screw dis-
locations are chiral at the elec-
tronic level[16] and an enantio-
meric excess of them, such as

those produced by the folding in the current case, would ex-
plain the chirality of the material. There are two examples
of chirality originating from screw dislocations in the field
of physics, which we summarize below.
The first example begins with an almost 50-year-old

report on the preparation of optically active chiral thin films
from isotropic materials (CaF2 and MgF2) by oblique chemi-
cal vapor deposition (CVD) on a flat substrate revolving
about its normal as an axis (macroscopic chirality).[17] The
resulting material is a helicoidal bianisotropic medium, that
is, parallel ordered homochiral nano-helices, whose chiral
sign depends on the rotary direction during preparation.
Today the preparation of such sculptured nanoscopic struc-
tures for chiroptical applications is a widely studied topic,
and one which is already yielding commercial applica-
tions.[18] Reports of the ellipsometric measurement of these
materials confirm that they show optical rotation.[19] In sum-
mary, the displacement of the crystal planes, due to the ro-
tating CVD target, generates chiral dislocations in the grow-
ing fluoride crystal that lead to a chiroptical response. Since

Figure 1. UV/Vis absorption and CD spectra measured by phase-modulated ellipsometry of a J-aggregate
sample of H4TPPS3

�. LD, LD’, LB, and LB’ are measured along the laboratory axis for an arbitrary orientation
of the sample and do not correspond necessarily to its maximum value. 1/2(LBLD’-LB’LD) and 1/2(LDLD’-
LB’LB) artifact spectra are calculated from the observed spectra.
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the distances between dislocation centers are in the Rng-
strom range, electronic perturbations are likely. However,
this cannot be the same as the macroscopic arrangement re-
ported in reference [8] (a similar alignment to that in
Scheme 2). In this macroscopic example there is no contact
interface between the active layers and therefore no elec-
tronic perturbations can occur. Consequently, such folding
can only show a CD artifact due to a combination of linear
contributions.
The second example involves an elegant experiment re-

ported by Rikken et al. on the electro-magnetochiral effect
brought about by charge-carrier scattering mechanisms.[20]

When straight bismuth wires are subjected to torsional de-
formation, the sign of the magnetoresistence depends on the
direction of torsion. Here the screw dislocation creates
chiral scattering centers, which scatter the charge carriers
(made chiral by the magnetic field). Annealing of the chiral,
conductor wire, (i.e. , a repairing action against dislocations)
leads to the disappearance of the effect.

In our opinion the significant
issue for the effect of stirring
on chirality[1,2] is that a chiral
flow is capable of sculpting
nanoparticles, that is, it can po-
tentially manipulate the shape
of soft–matter nano-objects.
Detection of this phenomenon
by CD or CB would be a conse-
quence of the former process.

Concluding Remarks

The recent reports hypothesiz-
ing the existence of stirring-in-
duced CD artifacts in certain
supramolecular systems when
measured in conventional CD
instruments[7,8] (in contrast with
the reports of refs. [1a–c,e, f, 6])
correspond to systems, in which
there is a reversible and fast
change in the dichroic spectra
associated with the direction of
a swirling vortex (CD-silent sys-
tems in quiescent solutions).
Taking into account the results
reported here, in our opinion it
is not clear whether or not in
these systems the swirling
vortex leads to a dichroic signal
due exclusively to a CD arti-
fact. The answer to such an in-
triguing question requires ad-
vanced CD methods specifically
adapted to the evaluation of
optical activity parameters in

strongly oriented soft-matter supramolecular systems, which
are not possible with commercially available instrumenta-
tion. New efforts in this direction (notably by KurodaSs
group) using novel chiroptical spectrophotometers that are
capable of measuring macroscopic anisotropies to obtain
true CD in solid-state specimens are underway. Neverthe-
less, we have herein unambiguously shown that in the case
of the aggregates of the title compound, the swirling-select-
ed dichroic signal that emerges during the mirror-symmetry
breaking process corresponds to CD contributions and,
hence, that vortical flows can indeed select the chirality at
the molecular level.

Experimental Section

General : For the preparation of the title porphyrin and for precautionary
notes on the use and manipulation of the sodium-cation-free zwitterionic
porphyrins (e.g. adsorption on glass surfaces) see reference [11]. For ex-

Figure 2. Dichroic spectra measurements (PME) of H4TPPS3
� J-aggregates of a sample at the very end of the

hierarchical aggregation of the system. LD, LD’, LB, and LB’ are measured along the laboratory axis for an ar-
bitrary orientation of the sample. 1/2(LBLD’-LB’LD) and 1/2(LDLD’-LB’LB) artifact spectra are calculated
from the observed spectra.
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perimental details on the porphyrin
preparation and AFM imaging of their
J-aggregates see references [1c,e] .

Films were prepared in silica-fused
plates by slow casting of solutions
(H4TPPS3

� �1.10�4m : 4T50 mL: final
spot diameter �15 mm) of the J-ag-
gregates. To diminish anisotropies only
films with absorbance values between
0.5 and 1.1 were used for the phase-
modulated ellipsometry (PME) meas-
urements. The UV/Vis and CD spectra
(Jasco 810) of the initial solutions and
of the films were recorded prior to the
PME measurements. The samples did
not suffer photochemical transforma-
tions during the measurements.

Phase-modulated ellipsometry (PME):
The change of the polarization state of
a light beam when it interacts with a
sample can be described by a matrix
of 16 elements, which is called the
MUller matrix. All useful MUller matrix elements can be determined in a
direct way by using ellipsometric techniques.

To determine optical effects such as circular dichroism (CD), optical ro-
tatory dispersion (CB), linear birefringence (LB, LB’), and linear dichro-
ism (LD, LD’) from measurements of elements of the MUller matrix, it is
necessary to model the optical properties of the samples in terms of
these effects. For an experiment in which the transmission-mode is per-
pendicular to the incidence beam (this is the usual optical configuration
for recording circular dichroic spectra), the correspondence between
MUller matrix elements and CD, CB, LD, LB, LD’, and LB’ given in
Table VI of reference [3a] seems the most general and accurate ap-
proach. This form allows the description of complex systems having both
linear and circular anisotropies, and can be easily derived to a simpler
form when dealing with specimens with small anisotropies.

The correspondence we use considers second-order linear terms, not usu-
ally taken into account by commercial spectropolarimeters, and which
sometimes may create significant apparent CD contributions.[3a] However
second-order chiral anisotropies, quadratic terms which involve both
linear and chiral anisotropies, and any higher order contributions are not
taken into account in our approach. Thus, using the same notation as in
reference [3a], we formularize the optical sample as indicated in
Scheme 3, in which q is the rotation angle of the sample. This approxima-
tion is based on the fact that the anisotropies measured are always small
(typically all of them are <0.01 rad), so that a first-order approximation
of their trigonometric functions can be used. Since anisotropies are pro-
portional to sample thickness, the accuracy of the approximation was as-
sured by keeping film thickness as low as possible. Note that for a highly
birefringent (dichroic) system, such a quarter-wave-plate (polarizer) this
matrix does not offer a correct description of its optical behavior.

Measurements : Measurements were performed with a home-made spec-
troscopic phase modulated ellipsometer working in perpendicular inci-
dence transmission mode with the PMSA arrangement. Seven MUller
matrix elements were determined by harmonic irradiance analysis using a
phase-sensitive detection method.[9] At this moment, for our experimen-
tal setup, these measurements require four different optical configura-
tions, in which the sample is azimuthally rotated by 458 from an initial ar-
bitrary position. CD, CB, LD, LB, LD’ and LB’ spectra were computed
by using the correspondence described in Scheme 3.

Note that the current paper focuses on CD measurements of the sample
at a particular orientation, and on the artifacts that may be mixed in the
CD signal. We are aware that we don’t completely evaluate some macro-
scopic anisotropies such as LD and LB since we do not determine their
maximum values. These data are also of interest for the study of the
structure of the J-aggregates and will be treated in a subsequent paper.
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